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Assume anv required data ?$d use neat sketches

Ouestion (II (25 Marksl

Data: offset C-S mechanism and offset radial carn-roller fbllower
mechanism in condition that,

12 :3€:0.5 R.= 3 cmr 01=0.5r I 'cr the lL rnechanism aud tha!
16 = 2€:4 rr = (4/3) L = 4cmo co = S.l4 Fad/s (R.H.D.), time of
stroke t. = tt: lsec. for the 2d mechanism.

Req: 1. Compare between these mechanisms.
2. Find Ho, Hn.",, Tp and 0 or T for each mechanism.
3. Draw the cam profile if Sr : 0.5 L[l - cos (mOlp)l

Oue,stion (2\ 05 Marksl
{A) Construct C-R and C'C mechanisms so that y-;n = 45o and ra: g cm.

Compare between these mechanisms.
(Bi Data: In f;g. I O2A = 15 cm, OzOl:24 cnl, OaC = 16.5 cm, CD = 43

cm and olirl = rorst, + 2.5 rad/s (RH.D,)

BeU l.Is this mechanism? Why?
What is the mechanism name? why?

2. Find s1 of the ram (slider) D, max. length of oaA and time ratio.
3. Compute 56, Fidr vrub at pin joint C and Ta due to F;.6 at crank

(OzA) position 0z = 315o.
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Fig. 1



Ouestion (31 (25 Markst
Fig.2 shows some details of a compound epicyclic gear drive where I is the
driving or input shaft and O is the driven or output shaft which carries two
arms A and B rigidly fixed to it. The arms carry planet wheels c and n
which mesh with annular wheels p and e and the sun-wheels X and y. The
sun wheel X is a part of e. wheels y and z are fixed to the shaft I. Z
engages with a planet wheel E carried on Q and this planet wheel engages
the fixed annular wheel R. The numbers of teeth on the wheels are :
P = l44rQ : 120, E = 45, C = S4rY : 24 andZ= 30 teeth.
The driving shaft r makes 1500 rpm.' counterclockwise.
Calculate:

1. The number of teeth of gears X, D and R.
2. The speed and direction of rotation of the driven shaft O and the

wheel P.

Ouestion (4\ (25 Marksl
Ao B, C and D are four masses carried by a notating shaft at radii 100 mm,
150 mm, 150 mm and 200 mm respectively. The planes in which the masses
rotate are spaced at 500 mm apart and the magnitude of the masses B, C
and D are 9 kg, 5 kg and 4 kg respectively.
Find the required mass A and the relative angular settings of the four
masses so that the shaft shall be in complete balance"

Fig.2

Best wishes
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